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Convert PowerPoint to video format, such as SWF, MP4, MOV, MPEG, AVI, 3GP, WMV, and so on. Features: - Converting
PowerPoint to video format, such as SWF, MP4, MOV, MPEG, AVI, 3GP, WMV, and so on. - Support both video format and
MP3 format audio, such as MP3, AAC, M4A, OGG, WAV, APE, AC3, MKA, and so on. - Support to convert PowerPoint to
video format for various devices: convert PowerPoint to MP4, MOV, MPEG, WMV, and SWF for iPad, iPhone, iPod, PSP,
Android, PC, Mac, Apple TV, etc. - Support for removing the watermark from video - Support to add special effects to the
video - Support to add subtitles to the video - Support to add audio to the video - Support to change the effect of brightness,

contrast, saturation, hue, and so on. - Support to customize the video settings, such as time length, video resolution, frame rate,
audio codec, video codec, bit rate, and so on. - Support to set the output quality of the video, such as High Quality, Normal

Quality, Low Quality, and so on. - Support to set the output quality of the audio, such as High Quality, Normal Quality, Low
Quality, and so on. - Support to set the target sound/video quality of the output video, such as MP4, MOV, WMV, and SWF for

iPad, iPhone, iPod, PSP, Android, PC, Mac, Apple TV, etc. - Support to save the conversion process as a PowerPoint
presentation with all the settings and target settings. - Support to support copy and paste between PowerPoint and video. -

Support to add text to the video. - Support to add logo to the video. - Support to make a copy to the clipboard. - Support to sort
out the file list. - Support to add footer and/or menu bar to the video. - Support to add menu bar to the video. - Support to add
menu background to the video. - Support to remove the menu bar and/or menu background from the video. - Support to add

video transitions between the slides. - Support to remove the video transition between the slides. - Support to add intro
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What's New in the Xilisoft PowerPoint To Video Converter Personal?

The iPPS PowerPoint to Video Converter is an excellent application designed to help you convert PowerPoint presentations to
any video format you want, such as MP4, 3GP, AVI, WMV, MOV, MPEG, FLV, MP3, AAC, MP2, MP1, 3G2 and many
more. You can convert PPT to video by one-click with this program. Main features: 1.A handy and simple GUI design;
2.Convert PowerPoint to video including PowerPoint to MOV, MPEG, MP4, AVI, WMV, 3GP, MP3, MP2, MP1, MPEG2,
etc. with one-click; 3.Preview mode; 4.Opportunely support batch conversion; 5.Support to select the output video size, format,
frame rate, bitrate, quality, etc. 6.Hierarchy option. 7.Immediately begin a conversion process with only clicking the "Convert
to" button; 8.Automatically detect the input PowerPoint files and output files and set the output folder; 9.Creates different
output formats such as MOV, MPEG, MP4, 3GP, AVI, WMV, MP3, AAC, MP2, MP1, 3G2 and other formats. 10.Smart video
conversion of PPT files with a few clicks. Other important features: 1.Convert multiple PowerPoint presentations to a certain
video format at one time; 2.Convert PowerPoint presentations with voice; 3.Convert PowerPoint presentations to video with a
mobile phone; 4.Support the powerful preview function; 5.Optimize the audio of the output video; 6.Provide a user-friendly
interface. Powerpoint Video Converter is a very useful and easy-to-use video converting tool to convert your PowerPoint
presentations to many video formats. This program enables you to convert PowerPoint to video with just several simple steps.
The main features of this program include: 1.Convert PowerPoint presentations to video with only a few clicks. 2.Convert
PowerPoint presentations to various video formats: a.Convert PowerPoint presentations to MP4, AVI, WMV, 3GP, MP3, MP2,
MP1, etc. with only one click. b.Convert PowerPoint presentations to MPEG, FLV, H.264, MOV, VOB, M2V, MP4, 3G2 with
just several clicks. 3.Convert PowerPoint presentations with voice: a.Support to convert PowerPoint presentations with voice.
b.Help you record audio in the end of converting PowerPoint to video. 4.Preview function: a.Preview mode provides you with a
convenient way to convert PowerPoint to video. b.Preview function supports to set the output video size, quality, frame rate,
bitrate,
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System Requirements For Xilisoft PowerPoint To Video Converter Personal:

Windows 7 Windows Vista (SP1) Windows XP Mac OS X 10.5 or later Intel-based Mac with PowerPC support Supported OS:
Windows and Mac OS X Supported Input Devices: Keyboard Recommended System Requirements: AMD-based Mac with
PowerPC support Windows Vista (
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